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Finale Allegro molto Light refreshments served. Boyer recital credit given. Nineteenth-century composers,
Beethoven in particular, had a complex relationship with the key of C minor. Brahms bravely took up the task
with his first symphony, his Op. Richard Strauss in a photo dated October 20, October , almost a year after the
premiere of his piano quartet, Op. And yet, they were far from derivative. His aptitude for constructing
dramatic tension through manipulations of texture and harmony is evident from the first page of the Op. This
brief and understated reverie is upended, almost immediately, with an eruption of textureâ€”marked fortissimo
and appassionatoâ€”that propels the movement into its main idea and main key, C minor. As before, this
luminous moment is short-lived and storms back into minorâ€”C-sharp minor, that isâ€”with a violin melody
fitted over galloping piano accompaniment. The angst is briefly dispelled in the latter half of the movement by
rays of C major, but the minor mood generally prevailsâ€”one could easily mistake this for Brahms! As
evidenced by the opening measures of his piano quartet, Op. The first movement of Op. The rhythmic energy
of the first movement is carried into the second movement, a scherzo, whose nimble melody and pizzicato
accompaniment are contrasted with expansive melodic arcs. The third movement, marked by the increasing
complexity of the piano part, begins with the same harmonic richness of the first two movements. The effect is
at once tragic, yet hauntingly beautiful. She has also appeared as a soloist with an international roster of
orchestras including the Yongin Philharmonic Orchestra, Russian Symphony Orchestra, and Hankook
Symphony Orchestra. While at Seoul National University, she was active in leading the Agnus Dei Ensemble
in an effort to raise awareness for pediatric cancers. Kim currently studies with Dr. Born and raised in the
greater Philadelphia area, Shannon Merlino began violin studies at the age of nine, earning her Bachelor of
Music degree in Violin Performance at Rutgers University as a student of Matthew Reichert and Lenuta
Ciulei. She continued her violin studies as a scholarship student at Mannes College, earning a Master of Music
degree while studying with Lewis Kaplan. Finally she completed doctoral coursework under Mikhail
Kopelman at Rutgers University. After making the decision to focus primarily on viola, she began private
studies with Kerri Ryan and is now in her second year of doctoral studies at Temple University. Her
competition awards include second place in both the Miami String Quartet and South Orange Symphony
competitions, and her solo credits include several appearances with the Lustig Dance Company. She has
appeared in recitals as both soloist and chamber musician throughout the New York City metropolitan area,
and maintains an active freelance performance career in the Philadelphia area as both modern and Baroque
violist. Merlino has also given pre-concert talks on viola technique and pedagogy, most notably at the Library
of Congress. Additionally, Chen has a foothold in the world of journalism: As cellist, chamber musician,
Baroque cellist, and dancer, Chen has appeared in numerous renowned venues: Beyond her musical activities,
she enjoys community engagement, hiking, reading, and writing. She is a frequent contributor to Mandarin
Quarterly. Besides playing traditional piano repertoire, Nguyen enjoys playing chamber music, participating in
different ensembles of various sizes, as well as studying early keyboard music. He also has interest in music
research, and has lectured on Vietnamese music for piano. References and Further Reading Caballero, Carlo.
Cambridge University Press, Music and the Arts. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press,
Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, Essays on Music, â€” University of Michigan Press,
Structure and Meaning in His Werther Quartet, â€” Indiana University Press, Music in the Nineteenth
Century. The Cambridge Companion to French Music. The Cambridge Companion to Richard Strauss. In
addition to research and teaching, he remains active as an organist in solo, collaborative, and liturgical settings
in the Philadelphia and New York City areas.
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First movement[ edit ] The first movement is a sonata-form movement in C minor in triple meter. It begins
with the piano playing bare octaves on C. The violin, viola, and violoncello then play the first theme,
consisting of two sighing gestures of a descending minor second, followed by a descending theme. Some have
speculated that the sighing motive is a musical utterance of the name "Clara", in reference to Clara Schumann
, the composer, pianist, and lifelong friend and love interest of Brahms. Furthermore, there is direct evidence
that this melodic form actually embodied her, for Brahms as for Schumann. The opening motives, again
played by the strings, becomes more chromatic and unsettling, until finally coming to rest on the dominant of
C, G major. This second theme is an uplifting eight-measure theme stated initially in the piano alone. Brahms
then uses the technique of theme and variations to construct four variations on this theme, each eight measures
long. A short idea based on the opening theme closes the exposition, which is not repeated. This moves to B
major for a new fortissimo idea perhaps a variation based on the same theme. The second theme from the
exposition is then treated in imitative almost canonic counterpoint in C minor. After the beginning of the third
contrapuntal treatment of this theme, a dominant pedal is sustained in octaves on G. The sighing motive
indicates the beginning of the recapitulation. Rather than affirming the tonic of C minor, however, Brahms
takes the recapitulation in a different direction: Chromatic descent is employed to bring the music to a
half-cadence on D, leading to the second theme in G major. This is perhaps the only sonata form movement in
the minor mode in which the recapitulation features the second subject in the key of the major dominant. A
fifth variation leads to a short digression in C major but becomes chromatic and ends with a development the
first theme, coming to a cadence on C. This is followed by a brief coda that expands on the first motives heard
in the piece. Nevertheless, the key of C minor is arguably not clearly established by the recapitulation the key
signature of C minor is present at the end of the movement for less than two complete pages. The movement
ends with a clear tonicâ€”dominantâ€”tonic perfect cadence , stated piano. The expansive and exploratory
nature of the movement, along with the quiet closing dynamic, helps make the conventional final cadential
progression appear mysterious. Second movement[ edit ] The second movement is a tempestuous scherzo
ternary form in compound duple meter in C minor, the same key as the first movement. Donald Francis Tovey
argues that Brahms puts the scherzo in the same key as the first movement because the first movement does
not sufficiently stabilize its own tonic and requires the second movement to "[furnish] the tonal balance
unprovided for by the end of the first movement. The first theme, which clearly derives from the opening
motif, is immediately by the solo piano played after this and Brahms uses the technique of developing
variation to expand this theme. Most melodic ideas can be traced to the opening motif or the ascending minor
second of the opening motif, which, notably, is the inversion of the descending sighs of the introduction of the
first movement. This scherzo is very chromatic and unstable tonally, although it does actually move to a
secondary phrase on the dominant and returns to the tonic with frequency. The scherzo ends with a pedal on
the tonic C minor. Moreover, this middle section serves more as a section of contrasting material than as a
structural contrastâ€”it maintains the same key signature , time signature , and tempo as the scherzo, is not
musically marked off in any clear way, and even develops the same themes as the scherzo. One may argue
whether it is in fact a trio at all, as nineteenth century composers knew it. Nonetheless, the middle section
begins with a new theme, an ascending line in quarter notes in the strings, accompanied by a descending triplet
figure played by the piano. This instrumentation is soon reversed and earlier themes from the scherzo become
further developed. The transition back to the scherzo develops and rhythmically diminishes the opening motif
of the scherzo and is the most chromatic, rhythmically complex, loud, and dramatic section of the movement.
The scherzo is repeated almost entirely, however, the section immediately preceding the tonic pedal is omitted
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and replaced with a climactic dominant chord in a very high register in the strings, ending with a tierce de
picardie on C major with three loud declamations of the tonic major chord. Third movement[ edit ] The
Andante is in a modified ternary form: This is the only movement of the quartet that is not in C minor, and it is
in the key of E major , a remote key in the context of C minor. This can be explained by its origin as the slow
movement to a piano quartet in C-sharp minor , which Brahms revised and published as Op. The Andante
begins with a luscious melody played by the violoncello in its upper register Theme A with only the piano as
accompaniment. The opening thematic material of this melody is a sequence of descending thirds, a gesture
frequently used by Brahms such as in his Op. The violin eventually joins in with a new melody over the cello.
The viola enters later with a tutti descending stepwise idea. The A section, which is itself in a sort of AAB
form, ends in the conventional dominant key of B major. The piano begins to gain prominence with a distorted
version of the opening cello line, played symmetrically across the piano Theme C. Another theme developed
in the B section is a falling line with dotted rhythms Theme D. The third section begins in B major but is
highly chromatic. The piano plays a version of Theme B in broken octaves under consistent eighth-notes
played by the violin and viola. This figure ends with a version of Theme C in broken octaves in the piano.
This alternates with the string section, which develops Theme C. The piano rejoins and develops Themes C
and D with the strings in E minor , but soon the violin plays Theme D over the other strings. At this point, the
strings alternate with the piano, which plays Theme D in an unstable harmonic palette in broken octaves,
while the strings play a combination of Themes C and D. The only significant differences between the first
and second A sections are that in the second, the piano moves in triplets, there is a full string texture almost
entirely throughout often using pizzicato , and the piano begins the theme although it is soon replaced by the
cello. The coda is introduced by a new chord progression in the first tutti idea and by a solo cello line. Theme
B is presented first by the viola and then by the violin, and the movement ends with the first measure of
Theme A, stated first by the cello and then by the piano, concluding with a pianissimo affirmation of the tonic.
The tempo is Allegro comodo and the exposition is repeated. The movement begins with the violin playing a
theme above piano accompaniment. Both lines are separate themes that are developed individually throughout
the movement, but they are similar in one major respect: Therefore, the violin line uses an upper neighbor tone
while the piano line uses a lower neighbor tone. The violin melody is halting and primarily diatonic, played
over an energetic piano accompaniment. It moves from C minor to G minor, although it ends with a change of
mode to G major. The viola and cello soon accompany this figure. This builds up until measure 39, where a
thunderous theme erupts in all instruments. This moves quickly to an idea constructed in triplets. This briefly
exchanges with a cello countermelody. When the violin and viola soar to an unexpectedly high register, the
piano interrupts by playing an explosive broken dominant seventh chord. The strings respond by a piano,
homophonic , homorythmic theme to be played mezza voce medium voice. This idea is taken directly from the
opening string theme of the first movement. Rather than accompanying this theme, the piano plays a
descending broken chord after each utterance. The exposition ends in E-flat major, and Brahms indicates that
it should be repeated. The piano accompanies this with its initial theme. Brahms quickly eliminates accidentals
from the key signature as the piece progresses to D major and A minor. Interspersed are descending chromatic
phrases played by the piano. In measures â€”, the cello introduces a new four-note idea Eâ€”Fâ€”Dâ€”E
played pizzicato underneath the piano. Brahms repeats this pattern almost exactly, moving from A minor to E
minor to B minor. In B minor, the piano develops its initial theme to a greater extent. Karl Geiringer has
shown that the next section measures â€” is an insertion "in order to mitigate the excessive conciseness of this
movement. What follows is a quick Tempo I development of the initial piano theme in C minor, with all
strings playing the opening four notes moving in the often used progression i â€” I â€” iv. This exact sequence
is used again in the coda to turn the movement from the minor mode to major. The violin develops its initial
theme in B minor and then D minor with all three string instruments. This moves from D minor to G minor to
C minor. The recapitulation, which reinstates the key signature of C minor, begins with the initial violin theme
stated forte by all strings, accompanied by the piano playing broken octaves in triplets, outlining the main
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notes of its theme. After the first statement, the piano resumes its original accompaniment and the strings are
reduced to a piano dynamic. This proceeds similarly to the exposition, albeit with the themes developed more
extensively. Notably, the music turns toward G minor more strongly and the key signature changes to C major,
as the relative major section from the exposition is in the tonic major in the recapitulation. The rest of the
recapitulation is nearly identical to the exposition, ending in C major. The coda begins at measure , with the
piano loudly declaring the homorhythmic theme, alternating with the strings. The violin theme is then played
by the strings in C major, but it soon shifts back to C minor the key signature too returns. The four-note idea
from the development section comes back, this time with its first note removed. The chromatic descending
scale in the piano, an abbreviation of the violin theme in the viola, the four-note theme, and the chord
progression i â€” I â€” iv indicate that the coda draws more from the development section than from the
exposition or recapitulation. The music quietly subsides into a tranquillo section in which the inversion of the
violin theme first stated in measures 21â€”22 from the exposition is sequenced across the strings while the
piano continues to develop its initial theme. The violin and cello eventually sustain the tonic C for a great
amount of time while the piano and viola begin to lean toward the tonic major in a continuing I â€” iv
progression. As the piano and strings reach their final notes, a C major chord stated pianissimo is held briefly,
shining out of the mist. Two sudden forte C major chords complete this quartet. Structure and Meaning in His
Werther Quartet. Did Schumann use Ciphers?. Brahms and his Clara Themes. Retrieved 28 May Essays in
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